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ABSTRACT 
This paper explores three fundamental issues that deserve additional attention from scholars interested in Decision Support 
Systems. First, a reformulated definition of Decision Support Systems is presented that is consistent with the recent literature 
available. In addition, detailed analysis of literature on DSS is presented. Second, several theoretical models and frameworks 
useful to the further development of Decision Support Systems are explored which support knowledge management and sharing 
phenomena. Third, learning theory and knowledge management theories are shown to be core issues for Decision Support 
Systems scholars. The paper concludes with a call for information systems and Decision Support Systems scholars to produce 
more joint research. 
 
Keywords: Decision Support Systems, Knowledge Management, Knowledge theories,  Knowledge sharing. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
(DSS) can be explained as a class of information systems which is computerized and support the activities of decision-
making.  According to Turban (1995), Decision Support System is “an interactive, flexible, and adaptable computer-
based information system, developed especially for better decision making as it supports the solution of a non-
structured management problem. It utilizes data which provides an easy-to-use interface, and allows for the decision 
maker's own insights". It’s impossible to give a more precise definition with all the DSS facets, although the above 
definition is also good, we can say that these are context- and task-specific. One fact that is suitable about DSS is, it 
includes a decision-making process, and this definition is widely acceptable by all.  
Decision-making can be said as a cognitive process which selects a best course of action from various multiple 
alternatives. As the process of decision making is invisible, it is called a psychological construct. Commitment to take 
action is the result of the process. Decision-making acts as an important part of the job in many professions where 
decisions are made by the specialists who possess expertise in that given area. As there are different considerations in 
decision-making, the decision support systems belong to a multidisciplinary environment which includes database 
research, artificial intelligence, human-computer interaction, simulation methods, and software engineering. 

2. DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
There are three main categories of DSS which depends on the level of support provides support to DSS;  

1. Passive DSS: It cannot produce explicit decision suggestions or solutions, as it just assists the decision making 
process. 

2. Active DSS: It possesses the ability to produce decision suggestions or solutions. 

3. Cooperative DSS: It provides the features like modifying, completing, or refining the decision suggestions, 
which allows the decision maker to interact with the system. , The following further differentiation can be 
made at the conceptual level. 

4. Communications-driven DSS: In order to facilitate collaboration with the use of network and communication 
technologies is supports the feature of working more than one person on a shared task. In this type of DSS, 
communication technologies are central to supporting decision -making.  
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5. Data-driven DSS: The access to and manipulation of a time series of company data is emphasized in this type of 
DSS. By query and retrieval tools basic functionalities are provided, but the manipulation of data and even in-
depth analytical processing is allowed in more complex systems with large collections of historical data. 

6. Document-driven DSS: By integrating a variety of storage and processing technologies the unstructured 
information is managed, retrieved and manipulated in a variety of electronic formats. For example, a web-
browser including a search engine can be considered as a document-driven DSS. 

7. Model-driven DSS: Access to and manipulation of a model is emphasized in this type of DSS. In analyzing a 
situation, model-driven DSS uses data and parameters provided by decision makers but its not usually data 
intensive. 

8. Knowledge-driven DSS: The actions based on specialized problem-solving expertise stored as facts, rules, 
procedures, or in similar structures are suggested or recommended in this type of DSS. Through data mining 
tools and intelligent methods additional knowledge is handled. 

2.1 A BRIEF HISTORY OF DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
Many operational aspects of the organizations were being computerized in the early 1960s. To perform the applications 
such as order processing, billing, inventory control, payroll, and accounts payable Information systems was developed. 
Management Information Systems (MIS) main goal was to make information available in transaction processing 
systems so that management can take decisions and the information becomes useful for decision-making. 
Unfortunately, few MIS were successful (Ackoff, 1967; Tolliver, 1971) but some was failure and the the major factor in 
their failure was the IT professionals of the time misunderstood the nature of managerial work. The systems they 
developed tended to be large and inflexible and while the reports generated from managers’ MIS were typically several 
dozen pages thick, unfortunately, they held little useful management information (Ackoff, 1967; Mintzberg, 1977). The 
title “MIS is a Mirage” of Dearden’s (1972) Harvard Business Review article, summarized the feelings of the time. The 
concept of “decision support systems” appeared in a paper first by Gorry and Scott Morton (1971), whereas Andrew 
McCosh attributes the birth date of the field to 1965, when “Using a computer to support the decision-making of a 
manager” was the PhD topic of Michael Scott Morton which was accepted by the Harvard Business School (McCosh, 
2004). For improving management information systems, Gorry and Scott Morton (1971) constructed a framework 
using Anthony’s categories of managerial activity (Anthony, 1965) and Simon’s taxonomy of decision types (Simon, 
1960/1977). Gorry and Scott Morton found that DSS is a system that supports any managerial activity in semi 
structured or unstructured decisions. Keen and Scott Morton (1978) later said that the definition, or scope of practice, 
to semi-structured managerial decisions; a scope that survives to this day. In Gorry and Scott Morton (1971), the 
managerial nature of DSS was axiomatic, and was reinforced in the field’s four seminal books: Scott Morton (1971), 
McCosh and Scott Morton (1978), Keen and Scott Morton (1978), and Sprague and Carlson (1982). Much of the early 
work on DSS was highly experimental and even radical (Alter, 1980; Keen and Gambino, 1983).  
 

2.2 KNOWLEDGE-BASED DSS 
In process improvement people are an important factor, as it’s a people operated process that have the best ideas for its 
improvement. As long as an operator is asked in the right way knows how to improve who watches a process all day 
long. The trend to motivate operators to do their work in a better way has been for a long time in process improvement. 
It’s wastage of time as output does not improve permanently through motivation.Integration of human knowledge into 
advisory systems acts as a solution for long-term process improvement. Seabra Lopes & Camarinha-Matos (1995) 
argues that for error recovery describing the planning strategy and domain knowledge is a solution. In their case, 
through machine learning techniques knowledge is obtained, some of which are described in section 2. The use of 
knowledge and more qualitative information generally explains the relationships better between input process settings 
and output response; it is well indicated for improving the understanding and usability of DSS. Spanos & Chen (1997) 
propose a framework for modeling such qualitative process characteristics by developing an intelligent computer-aided 
manufacturing system that can capture both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of a manufacturing process. 
Özbayrak & Bell (2002) said that the inability of decision makers to efficiently diagnose many malfunctions, which 
arise at machine, cell, and entire system levels affects the development of knowledge-based DSS during manufacturing 
operations.  
 

2.3 TYPES OF DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
 A) Personal Decision Support Systems 
Personal DSS (PDSS) can be said as small-scale systems that are developed normally for one manager, or a small 
number of independent managers, for one decision task. The oldest form of decision support system is PDSS and 
approximately for a decade they were the only form of DSS in practice. MIS was replaced effectively as the 
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management support approach of choice. The MIS world was like of the Cold War and raised the Multi-National 
Corporation. The management focused in the environment was totally on integration, efficiency, and central control, 
and the large, inflexible MIS mirrored this organizational environment. social and organizational environment 
mirrored the emergence of PDSS. Especially in response to the Vietnam War, the 1960s and 1970s saw radicalization 
of Western society. Empowering individuals and democratization of decision-making was emphasized. This philosophy 
was followed by PDSS by supporting individual managers rather than attempting to support the more nebulous concept 
of ‘the organization’.  

Table 1: Alter’s Taxonomy of Decision Support Systems 
 
    

         
PDSS were successful systems which was an important difference between MIS and PDSS (Alter, 1980). The major 
contribution to IS theory of PDSS is evolutionary systems development (Arnott, 2004). The notion that a DSS evolves 
through an iterative process of systems design and use has been central to the theory of decision support systems since 
the inception of the field. Meador and Ness (1974) first hinted the evolutionary development in decision support and 
Ness (1975) as part of their description of middle-out design. This was a response of the debate on the top-down versus 
bottom-up methodology concerning time to the development of transaction processing systems. Courbon et al. (1978) 
mentioned the first general statement of DSS evolutionary development. An “evolutive approach” is termed as the 
development processes which are not implemented in a linear or even in a parallel fashion, but involves significant user 
participation in continuous action cycles. As and when each evoluative cycle completes the system gets closer to its 
final or stabilized state. For understanding the dynamics of decision support systems evolution, Keen (1980) building 
on Courbon’s work, developed a framework or model. The Keen’s approach which is shown in Figure 1, was termed 
adaptive design, although we can say adaptive development is a more accurate term for it, as the approach comprises 
development processes other than design.  
In contemporary practice PDSS remains an important aspect of IT-based management support. The modern PDSS can 
source data from data warehouses and deploy powerful modeling approaches from management science/operations 
research. ‘Analytics’ is the current industry term for the later class of PDSS (Morris et al., 2003). 
 

B) Group Support Systems 
An individual manager possesses power or responsibility for the decision in a PDSS but in case of a group support 
system (GSS) decision responsibility is shared by a number of managers and a number of managers need to be involved 
in the decision process. A set of software, hardware, and language components are contained in a GSS and procedures 
that support a group of people engaged in a decision-related meeting (Huber, 1984). In order to include communication 
and information processing this definition can be expanded (Kraemer and King, 1988). GSS are implemented typically 
as electronic meeting systems (EMS) (Dennis et al., 1988) or group decision systems (GDS) (Pervan and Atkinson, 
1995) Group environments which requires the support of GSS classified by the time duration of the meetings (either 
synchronous or asynchronous) or the space occupied by the group (either face to face or dispersed) (DeSanctis and 
Gallupe, 1985). GSS research focused initially on “decision rooms” in the early 1980s, (synchronous and face to face) 
such as those facilities established at the Arizona University (Konsynski et al., 1985), Minnesota University (DeSanctis 
and Gallupe, 1985), and University of Southern Methodist (Gray et al., 1981). To support work group in these decision 
rooms, Softwares included are Mindsight, Facilitator (now MeetingWorks), Plexsys (now GroupSystems), SAMM and 
TeamFocus (Wagner, Wynne, and Mennecke, 1993). All four categories of the time/space classification are expanded 
over the time GSS technologies and research included through software such as Lotus Notes/Domino (Press, 1992) and 
now it include sub-fields such as GDS, EMS, CSCW 
(Computer-Supported Cooperative Work), and CMCS (Computer-Mediated Communication Systems) and in a variety 
of tasks it focus on supporting decision makers (DeSanctis and Gallupe, 1987). GSS research is guided through a 

Technical 
Orientation System Types Description 

Data-oriented 
 

File Drawer Systems Allow immediate access to data items 
Data Analysis Systems Allow manipulation of data by tailored or general operators 
Analysis Information 

Systems 
Calculate the consequences of Planned actions using accounting 

definitions 

Model-oriented 

 
Accounting Models 

Calculate the consequences of Planned actions using accounting 
definitions 

Representational Models Estimate the consequences of actions without using or partially 
using accounting definitions 

Suggestion Models Provide processing support for a suggested decision for a relativel 
structured task 
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number of frameworks. In the given figure 2 below, shows that the a combination of characteristics of the group are 
contained in  group decision making environment (including group history, member proximity, group size, national 
culture, leadership behaviour, and group cohesiveness), the task (includes type of task, level of decision making, phases 
of decision making, degree of task structure, difficulty, and time synchronisation), the group and organizational context 
(containing corporate culture and behaviour norms, maturity of the organisation, organizational size, time frame of 
decision making, management style, recognition and reward systems), and the system (EMS, GDS, CSCW). These 
influence the group process which leads to a outcome of the group (which includes measures of efficiency, decision 
quality, group consensus,  and satisfaction) (Nunamaker et al., 1991). 

 
Figure 1: Framework for GSS Research (Nunamaker et al, 1991) 

 
Based on these frameworks, many experiments have been conducted by GSS researchers and a number of field studies 
which have looked at anonymity, group size, parallelism, process structuring, group development and many other 
characteristics of the GSS environment, also the investigating theories of decision making, group process theories, 
communication theory, institutional theory, and coordination theories (Dennis and Gallupe, 1993; McGrath and 
Hollingshead, 1993). 
 

C) Negotiation Support Systems 
In a group context also Negotiation support systems (NSS) operates, but as per the name itself they facilitate 
negotiations as it involves the application of computer technologie (Rangaswamy and Shell, 1997). After the 
development of GSS, the need of providing electronic support for groups involved in negotiation problems and 
processes evolved as GSS focused sub-branch with different conceptual foundations in order to support those needs. 
There arose two approaches which support negotiation to construct systems, and the names of these approaches are 
problem oriented and process oriented (Jelassi, Kersten, and Zionts, 1990).  The Problem-oriented NSS products 
include Co-oP (Bui and Jarke, 1986), DECISION MAKER (Fraser and Hippel, 1984), GDSI (Kersten, 1987) and 
MEDIATOR (Jarke, Jelassi, and Shakun, 1987). And the main focus of problem-oriented systems is on providing 
support to support negotiation for specific problem types. Whereas, process-oriented NSS focuses on providing general 
support of the give-and-take process of negotiation (Chaudhury, 1995; Kersten and Shapiro, 1986).  
In game theory, Negotiation support systems has its conceptual foundations (Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1947; 
Kuhn and Tucker, 1950; Nash, 1950; 1953), which supports enormous models of bargaining (Raiffa, 1982; Rubinstein, 
1982; Bottom and Paese, 1999), and theory of social choice (Arrow, 1951; Nurmi, 2001). It may be considered that 
NSS is a branch of GSS research, it has evolved using different theories, technologies and applications and now stands 
as a vital branch of DSS history. 
 

D) Intelligent Decision Support Systems 
The techniques of Artificial intelligence (AI) have been applied to decision support and normally these systems are 
called intelligent DSS or IDSS (Bidgoli, 1998) although the term knowledge-based DSS has also been used (Doukidis, 
Land, and Miller, 1989). Intelligent DSS may be classed into two generations: the first one involves the use of rule-
based expert systems whereas; the second generation uses neural networks, genetic algorithms and fuzzy logic (Turban 
et al., 2005). Between the aims of AI and DSS a fundamental tension exists. AI has long had the objective of replacing 
human decision makers in important decisions, on the other hand, the DSS aims at supporting rather than replacing 
humans in the decision task. As a result the greatest impact has been embedded in the PDSS, GSS or EIS, and largely 
unknown to managerial users of AI techniques in DSS. In data mining and customer relationship management this is 
the case particularly. 
 

2.4 The Current State of Decision Support Systems 
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Arguably, the premier specialist academic conference on DSS is the biannual IFIP Working Group 8.3 Conference. 
This conference has been held continuously since 1983 and virtually all leading DSS scholars have presented their 
ideas in this forum at some time. In 2004 the conference (branded as DSS 2004) was held in Prato, Italy (Meredith et 
al., 2004). DSS 2004 comprised 86 research papers; Table 2 shows their breakdown according to the DSS types 
discussed above. Seven articles were classified as not DSS according to the definition adopted by this paper. 
 

Table 2: DSS Papers by DSS Type till 2006 
 

DSS Type No of 
Articles % of DSS Articles 

Personal DSS 30 38.0 
Group Support Systems 9 11.4 

EIS (includes BI) 6 7.6 
Data Warehouse 4 5.1 
Intelligent DSS 10 12.7 

Knowledge Management-based DSS 11 13.9 
Negotiation Support Systems 6 7.6 

Many 3 3.8 
Total 79 100 

 
 The above table shows that almost 40 years after the birth of the field, personal DSS, the oldest type of DSS, still 
dominates the agenda of researchers. As told by Nobel Laureate Rabindranath Tagore, “the past is always with us” is 
shown in that. Regardless of its age and contemporary professional relevance every type of DSS is represented in the 
conference program. The every new managerial decision support approach adds to the information systems research 
and practice portfolio, each older DSS approach remains in play. As a serious concern what stands out in the above 
Table 2 is the low proportion of EIS/BI/DW papers at 12.7% of the DSS papers in the program. In the distribution the 
low relative frequency cannot be explained by novelty, because, as explained above that they have been main stream in 
practice for some time (Devlin and Murphy, 1988; Kimball et al., 1998; NCR, 1998). There are no academically 
rigorous market statistics for EIS/BI/DW but conversations with senior chief information officers indicate that almost 
all major commercial expenditure in decision support involves these DSS types. Meta Group, the industry research 
firm, estimates that the current worth is US$25billion of data warehouse market (Mills, 2004). Another commercial 
research firm, IDC, believes that the central contemporary of IT investment is data warehousing and business 
intelligence and will remain so for some time (Morris et al., 2003). The distribution of papers at DSS 2004 shows a 
marked disconnect between the agendas of DSS, researchers and senior IT professionals allowing even for serious 
overestimation by the CIOs and the commercial researchers. A definitive assessment of research in the DSS field does 
not provide analysis of the IFIP Working Group 8.3 Conference proceeding only an insight into work-in- progress is 
provided. A detailed analysis of DSS publications in high quality journals is needed in order to gain a definitive view. 
The subject of the next part of this paper is such detailed analysis. 
 

3. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
The banks has taken numerous steps to improve its information system since 1996 as it made a commitment to become 
a global knowledge bank, it has strengthen its knowledge sharing activities internally and externally. In order to 
enhance access to sharing of ideas by the bank’s and its partners’ and clients’ it has broaden the global knowledge 
sharing initiatives (Wolfensohn, 1996). This paper presents an exploration of the literature on the factors that can affect 
knowledge sharing success, as per the background to an assessment of the banks knowledge sharing activities. 
Knowledge management was used to get the most from an organization’s tactic and codified know-how as it involves 
the panoply of procedures and techniques (Teece, 2000). Generally knowledge management refers to how organizations 
create, retain and share knowledge (Argote, 1999; Huber 1991). Knowledge sharing has emerged as a key research area 
as it is the means by which an organization obtains access to its own and the other organizations’ knowledge, it is a 
broad and deep field of study on technology innovation and transfer, and even from the field of strategic management 
which has emerged recently and now moved on to organizational learning prospective. The extended learning processes 
is base for successful knowledge sharing rather than simple communication processes, as per the research and 
experience, the ideas has to be locally applicable with the adoption by the ‘incumbent firms’ (Nelson & Rosenberg, 
1993) or ‘local doers of development’ (stiglitz, 1999)  related to development and innovation of the ideas and 
implement those ideas successfully. 
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3.1 KNOWLEDGE THEORIES 
Some additional factors that affect knowledge internalization are explored in the following sections. In this literature 
five primary contexts are identified that affect knowledge internalization, it includes firstly, the source and the 
recipient’s relationship, secondly, knowledge form, thirdly, learning predisposition of the recipient, fourthly, 
knowledge sharing capability of the source’s and lastly, the environment in which the sharing of knowledge occurs.  

 
3.1.1 RELATIONAL CONTEXT 

 
In the relational context we include those factors that create different types of distances between the parties. In this 
literature five key relational factors are identified 1) the organizational distance between the units, based on the 
governance modes through which the transfer is conducted; and the distance between the sources and recipient in terms 
of 2) physical location 3) institutional settings, 4) knowledge competence, and 5) their relationship. 
 

A) Organizational distance 
According to the research the parties embedded in superordinate relationships like franchises (Darr, Argote & Epple, 
1995), chains (Baum & Ingram, 1998), federations (Ingram & Simons,1997), strategic alliances (Powell, Koput & 
Smith-Doerr, 1996), and networks (McEvily & Zaheer, 1998;Uzzi, 1996; Burns & Wholey, 1993), shares the 
knowledge more effectively with the members than with the outsiders. In the small empirical study of 227 
manufacturers participating in equipment demonstration, training and activities certified through specialized regional 
institutions, participation enhances the firm capability was found by McEvily & Zaheer (1998). Uzzi found in another 
study that more tactic knowledge flowered across firms within the network than across independent firms. 
In the literature a key argument is that being embedded within the network increases the denseness of social ties 
(Tichy, Tushman, 1977; Tushman & Frombrun, 1979) and in turn it created more opportunities to share the experience 
and knowledge, and trust development (Granovetter, 1985). Cooperation and communication incentives are greater 
within franchises, chains, and networks, as “competition is minimized usually” among the organizations, and 
“generally the organizations trust each other to a greater degree than those not embedded,” (Argote, 1999:168). The 
structural arrangement between the parties in addition can serve “to shape (A) the assets flow, (B) interaction between 
the two [units] of the depth and the breadth, and (C) collaboration incentives” (Baughn, Denakamp, Steven & Osborn, 
1997, p.109). The findings and the conclusion about knowledge sharing across organization is same as knowledge 
sharing within organization. This can be explained with an example of  Birkinshaw & Morrison (1995) who found that 
as compared to the firms those lack in the use of organizational structure that support in combining activities and 
resource sharing across subsidiary boundaries are less innovative than those who do these linkages. Some others have 
highlighted that there are other factors that affect knowledge flow (Gupta & Govindarajan, 1991) and the type of 
activities undertaken to support knowledge sharing (Stopford & Wells, 1972; Brooke & Remmers, 1978; Anderson & 
Gatignon, 1986; Geringer & Hebert, 1989; Killing, 1982; Kim & Hwang, 1992; Schaan, 1993) are the different 
administrative control like extent of delegation of decision-making authority to a subsidiary manager. Administrative 
control can be explained as the systems and procedures of the organization by which one entity use power, authority 
(Etzioni, 1965) and bureaucratic, cultural, and and information mechanism (Baliga & Jaeger, 1984) in order to 
influence the output and the behavior of another entity (Ouchi, 1977).  

 
B) Knowledge distance  

Knowledge distance can be explained as how a large gap exists in terms of their knowledge bases between the source 
and the recipient. Hamel (1991, p. 97) examined that organizational learning can be enhanced when source and 
recipient knowledge gap was not so great to make the recipient unable “to identify, if not retrace, the intermediate 
learning ‘steps’ between its present competence level and that of its partner.” A large knowledge gap between recipient 
and the source would be less likely to assimilate the source’s knowledge; this was found by Lane & Lubatkin (1998). 
There was the development of a concept known as ‘relative absorptive capacity’ and to boost this concept of absorptive 
capacity from an organizational basis to a relational basis. An organization’s absorptive capacity, in other terms could 
be said as the focus of numerous knowledge-related studies (see e.g., Szulanski, 1996; Dixon, 2000; Cohen & 
Levinthal, 1990; Lyles & Salk, 1996; Baughn et al., 1997),  to address the issue of the ability of an organization to 
absorb knowledge it is not the appropriate concept, rather, with respect to the source’s knowledge it is the relative 
knowledge of the recipient that is important (i.e., the extent of the knowledge gap between the parties), and this concept 
is relational. In the discussion of Dinur, et al.’s (1998) with respect to the need for alignment of the two parties in terms 
of their knowledge to facilitate knowledge transfer. They proposed that in terms of environment, culture, strategy, 
decision making/organizational structure, and technology, higher the degree to which the new context is in alignment 
with the natural context of the knowledge, the lower is the difficulty in the internalization of the knowledge in the new 
unit. In addition, Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) also explained the need for knowledge redundancy or overlapping areas 
of expertise to facilitate knowledge transfer. Nelson & Winter (1982, p. 78) also found that “the same knowledge, 
apparently, is more tacit for some people than for others” depends upon how much knowledge overlapping exits. And, 
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Hamel (1991, p. 97) however, concluded that “if the skill gap between partners is too great, learning becomes almost 
impossible.”  

  
3.2.2 KNOWLEDGE CONTEXT  

The second context is related to the knowledge that is transferred. In this literature, emphasizes is on the two aspects of 
knowledge i.e. explicitness and embeddedness. 

A) Knowledge explicitness  
Knowledge explicitness can be explained as the extent to which knowledge is verbalized, written, drawn or otherwise 
articulated; its hard to articulate highly tacit knowledge, acquired through experience (Polanyi, 1966a), whereas 
explicit knowledge is transmittable in formal, systematic language. As already said by Polanyi (1966a), individuals 
know more than they can explain, and this is because individuals knowledge have non-verbalized, intuitive, and 
unarticulated. Polanyi (1962) said such knowledge as ‘tacit’. Hence, Tacit knowledge is deeply rooted in action and is 
hard to communicate, involvement and commitment within a specific context; it is “a continuous activity of knowing,” 
(Nonaka, 1994: 16); “the way things are done around here,” (Spender, 1996). On the other hand, individuals also have 
verbalized knowledge, written, drawn or otherwise articulated (e.g., patents, computer programs). Hence, a primary 
distinction between explicitness and its tacitness is with respect to knowledge. 
According to Polanyi (1962), the tacit dimension of knowledge defines and gives meaning to its complementary explicit 
dimension. That is, the inarticulable tacit aspect of knowledge is only known by an awareness of it through a sensing of 
its corresponding explicit complement (Polanyi, 1966a, p. 10). At same point Polanyi (1966b, pp.7, 12) states that, 
“tacit knowledge can be possessed by itself but the explicit knowledge must rely on being tacitly understood and 
applied. Thereby, we can conclude that all knowledge is either tacit or rooted in tacit knowledge, a wholly explicit 
knowledge is unthinkable.” Along with the lines of the explicit-tacit divide many knowledge taxonomies and 
categorization schemes have been developed by the various researchers (see e.g., Winter, 1987; Anderson, 1983; Ryle, 
1949; Kogut & Zander, 1992; Hedlund, 1994; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). The distinction between tacit and explicit 
knowledge is not a dichotomy but a spectrum or continuum with extremes at either end of the two types was argued by 
Inkpen & Dinur (1998). In specific products and processes knowledge is codified at the explicit end of the continuum, 
and at the tacit end knowledge is developed through experience and use in individual cognition and organizational 
routines.  

 
B) Knowledge embeddedness 

In the literature the second aspect of knowledge that has been emphasized is embeddedness. The knowledge 
embeddedness concept is consistent with the notion of knowledge complexity (Dixon, 2000). As depicted in Figure 1, 
within the recipient context that is how elements of knowledge and the various sub-networks (e.g., people, tools, and 
routines) will be transferred, absorbed, adapted and adopted by the recipient, and in order to allow knowledge to be 
applied by the recipient how many other recipients will be required. Enormous times the organizations significant 
knowledge component is embedded in people (Engstrom, Brown, Engstrom & Koistinen, 1990; Starbuck, 1992). At the 
easiest, people-embedded knowledge sharing requires only the movement of people between units, as knowledge is 
carried with them.  At the other phase by extracting tacit knowledge people-embedded knowledge could be shared by 
various transfer activities of knowledge. 
In products, tools or technologies knowledge can be embedded (Argote & Ingram, 2000). Research is quite extensive, 
and covers both intra-firm transfers of such technology-embedded knowledge (e.g., Teece, 1976, 1977; Mansfield, et al, 
1979; Mansfield & Romeo, 1980; Davidson, 1980, 1983; Zander, 1991), and inter-firm transfers (e.g., Mowery, et al, 
1996; Bresman, et al., 1999). These transfers have been studied from many perspectives (see e.g., Zhao & Reisman, 
1992), which includes the roles of national institutional structures (Mowery & Rosenberg, 1989; Mansfield, 1988; 
Mowery & Teece, 1992; Almeida, 1996), the impact on knowledge development of  the evolutionary patterns or 
‘technology life cycles’ (Abernathy & Utterback, 1978; Utterback, 1994; Anderson & Tushman, 1990, 1991; Foster, 
1986; Hamilton, 1990), and the effects of technological complexities on the ease of transfers (Zander & Kogut, 1995; 
Galbraith, 1990). This literature is about the technological knowledge sharing since the knowledge itself may be in 
different stages of flux or transition, transferability may be affected, as the source’s ability of knowledge share may be 
determined by the degree of knowledge specificity. Since, specificity is not available; its harder to share knowledge, as 
appropriate identification of the knowledge elements to be shared is difficult. Illustrating that various companies have 
reverse to make their own similar products as Sony’s products engineered, many possesses high difficulty in 
understanding how to miniaturize electronic components and apply miniaturization processes to other developments 
(Prahalad, 1993). To some degree, Sony’s knowledge is related to and embedded in its specific sites, physical assets, 
dedicated assets, human assets, and organizational routines (Williamson, 1985; Nelson & Winter, 1982). 
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4. CONCLUSION 
This paper explored the history, current state and theories of Decision Support Systems. Further, knowledge 
management theories are revealed with reference to Decision Support Systems and emphasis on knowledge sharing 
phenomena. The current state of research on Decision support systems are also discussed and detail analysis of same is 
presented. The success factors of knowledge sharing are discussed. Knowledge theories are identified into two 
categories as relational context and knowledge context. Further to this classification, more classification are provided in 
both the main two criteria.  
In short, this paper is an attempt to reveal literature available on Decision Support Systems and knowledge 
management by providing theoretical foundations of the both concepts.   There is an effort to propose close relationship 
between both of these to cater the growing needs of decision maker in real world. 
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